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In the past years significant progress has been made toward achieving a quantitative understand-
ing of jets and their substructure in high-energy proton-proton collisions from first principles in
QCD. Precise measurements have become available from the experimental collaborations at the
LHC and RHIC allowing a direct comparison of theoretical calculations and data. These devel-
opments make it possible to use jet substructure observables as precision probes in heavy-ion
collisions. The radiation pattern inside jets contains valuable information about the hot and dense
QCD medium which can be investigated using jet substructure techniques. By studying the soft
sensitivity of the different observables it is possible to obtain important insights into the interac-
tion of hard probes with the quark gluon plasma.
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1. Introduction
In the past decade jet substructure observables have become an important tool at the LHC and
RHIC. Applications of jet substructure techniques include quark/gluon discrimination, searches
of boosted objects such as W /Z/top quarks and physics beyond the standard model [1]. In recent
years significant progress has been made toward calculating jet substructure observables in proton-
proton collisions from first principles in QCD making the precise measurement of cross section of
great interest. Advances both from the theoretical and experimental side allow for a quantitative
understanding of the radiation pattern observed inside jets and utilize jet substructure as a tool to
probe various interesting physics aspects. In particular, jet substructure observables are now used
to achieve a better understanding of jets that probe the hot and dense quark gluon plasma (QGP)
created in heavy-ion collisions. The modified substructure of jets in heavy-ion collisions relative
to the proton-proton baseline contains information about the nature of the created plasma. Jet sub-
structure observables currently provide new challenges and opportunities for model calculations.
Being able to control the sensitivity of jet substructure observables to soft radiation it is possible to
learn about different aspects of how hard probes interact with the medium which provides stringent
constraints for models of the QGP. In order to allow for a one-to-one comparison between theory
and experiment it is crucial to understand jet substructure observables at the level of factorization
theorems within perturbative QCD which we review in this work.
In section 2, we will first review the status and recent progress that has been made in jet
substructure calculations in proton-proton collisions. In section 3 we will focus on applications of
jet substructure techniques to the more complicated environment of heavy-ion collisions and we
draw conclusions and present an outlook in section 4.
2. Proton-proton collisions
There is a large range of jet substructure observables which have been proposed and measured
in proton-proton and heavy-ion collisions. For heavy-ion collisions as discussed in section 3, a
useful criterion to categorize the different observables is their sensitivity to soft physics. We con-
sider inclusive jet production pp→ jet+X . The first category of jet substructure observables is
only sensitive to final state collinear radiation within the phenomenologically relevant kinematical
range. In particular, the required factorization theorem does not involve a soft function. Exam-
ples of such observables are the longitudinal momentum distribution of hadrons [2] or inclusive
subjets [3]. These observables map out the longitudinal momentum structure of jets where the mo-
mentum of each hadron or subjet is measured and and projected onto the jet axis. The momentum
fraction zh = phT/pT measures how much of the total jet pT is carried by the individual hadrons p
h
T .
The factorization theorem for such observables only depends on parton distribution functions fa,b
(PDFs), hard-scattering functions Hcab and collinear jet functions Gc. Schematically, we have the
structure [4, 5]
dσ pp→jet+X
dpTdηdzh
=∑
abc
fa⊗ fb⊗Hcab⊗Gc(zh) , (2.1)
1
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where pT and η are the jet’s transverse momentum and rapidity and the ⊗ denote appropriate
integrals over the involved partonic momentum fractions. Note that the dependence on the jet
substructure variable zh only appears in the jet function Gc which can be calculated at fixed order
in perturbation theory. The simplicity of the factorization theorem in Eq. (2.1) allows for a direct
comparison of data and calculations from first principles in QCD. For example, it allows for a direct
extraction of the non-perturbative fragmentation functions within a global analysis [6] which gives
important insights into the QCD hadronization mechanism. Other jet substructure observables
can be calculated analogously using the factorization in Eq. (2.1) except that the appropriate jet
functions Gc need to be calculated.
In order to understand also the transverse momentum structure of jets or the shape of jets,
fixed order calculations of the relevant jet functions Gc are typically not sufficient. The presence
of large logarithms may spoil the convergence of the perturbative expansion in αs. For example,
in order to describe the jet mass distribution mJ in the phenomenologically relevant kinematic
region, large logarithms of the form αns ln2n(mJ/pT ) need to be taken into account to all orders in
the strong coupling constant. This can be achieved by refactorizing the jet function in terms of
hard, collinear and soft functions Gc ∼HcdCd⊗Sd , where the dependence on mJ appears both in
the collinear Cd and the soft function Sd . The different functions all satisfy renormalization group
(RG) equations which can be used to resum the corresponding large logarithms. Observables which
require such a factorization are the second category of observables discussed here. Besides the jet
mass they include for example the transverse momentum structure of jets, jet angularities, the
jet energy profile as well as observables that probe the multi-prong structure of jets such as N-
subjettiness [7] or D2 [8]. These observables are generally sensitive to very soft scales and thus
introduce a dependence on initial state radiation (ISR) and non-global structures and they require a
model of the underlying event (UE)/multi parton interactions (MPI) as well as hadronization. While
the increased soft sensitivity is interesting in its own right, it makes a direct comparison of data
with first principles calculations in QCD more difficult. As an example, we show a comparison of
theoretical results of the jet mass distribution [9] (dashed black, yellow band) and ATLAS data [10]
on the right side of Fig. 1. The resummation of large logarithms here is performed at next-to-leading
logarithmic (NLL) accuracy. The data was taken at a center of mass (CM) energy of
√
s = 7 TeV
where jets are reconstructed with 500< pT < 600 GeV and |η |< 2 using the anti-kT algorithm with
R = 1. The peak of the purely perturbative calculation is around mJ ≈ 30 GeV whereas the peak
of the data is approximately at a jet mass value of mJ ≈ 70 GeV. This large discrepancy is due to
the corrections listed above, in particular due to hadronization and the underlying event. By using
a non-perturbative shape function model which is to be convolved with the perturbative result, a
good description of the ATLAS data can nevertheless be achieved as shown in red (hatched band)
in Fig. 1. The shape function depends on a single parameter Ω as indicated in the figure and it is
the same for the different jet pT bins. When these type of jet substructure observables are measured
in the more complicated heavy-ion environment it is thus difficult to disentangle which part of the
cross section is modified. In addition, in heavy-ion collisions it is important that the measured
jet substructure observable is directly related to the fragmenting parton that produces the jet and
that contains the information about the QGP. However, observables that are very soft sensitive also
contain information about the soft radiation in the entire event which makes it challenging to pin
down where the modification of jet substructure cross sections in heavy-ion collisions is coming
2
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Figure 1: The soft drop groomed (left) and ungroomed (right) jet mass distribution [9] compared to the
ATLAS data of [10, 11].
from.
The third category discussed here are jet substructure observables that involve a jet grooming
algorithm. Various grooming techniques have been developed in the literature which are designed
to systematically remove soft radiation such that the observed jet is reduced to its hard, collinear
core. The most frequently used procedure now is soft drop declustering [12]. The first step is
to recluster a given jet with the Cambridge/Aachen algorithm which yields an angular ordered
clustering tree. Afterwards soft branches are removed from the jet by iterative declustering until the
criterion z> zcut(∆R12/R)β is satisfied. Here z is the energy fraction of the softer branch and ∆R12
is the geometric distance of the two branches in the η−φ plane for a given declustering step. The
parameters zcut and β can be adjusted to control the sensitivity to wide-angle soft radiation. The jet
substructure measurement is then performed on all the remaining particles in the groomed jet which
may include all of the observables discussed above. Note that the ungroomed case is obtained in the
limit β → ∞. In addition, there are observables such as the groomed radius Rg or the momentum
sharing fraction zg [13] which are only defined for groomed jets in the sense that they do not have
an analogue in the ungroomed limit. In order to illustrate the impact of the soft drop grooming
algorithm at the level of the factorization theorem and to study the corresponding soft sensitivity,
we consider again the jet mass distribution. Theoretical calculations of the soft drop groomed jet
mass spectrum have been performed in [14, 15, 9]. The hard and collinear functions remain the
same as for the ungroomed case. However, the soft function Sgrd that contains the dependence on
the jet mass now also depends on the grooming parameters. Moreover, there is an additional soft
function S 6∈grd that takes into account soft radiation which fails the soft drop criterion. Thus, the
relevant refactorized jet function is given by Gc ∼Hcd S 6∈grd Cd⊗Sgrd . The associated RG equations
can now be used to also resum logarithms in the grooming parameter zcut. On the left hand side of
Fig. 1, we show the comparison of the theoretical results of [9] and the ATLAS data of [11] for the
soft drop groomed jet mass distribution mJ,gr with zcut = 0.1 and β = 2. The data corresponds to jets
with pT > 600 GeV and |η |< 1.5 at a CM energy of
√
s= 13 TeV. Different than the ungroomed
3
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case, we already find a relatively good agreement of the data and the purely perturbative result
and only a small hadronization correction is needed. Note that the slight disagreement at large
values of the groomed jet mass is due to an additional cut pT1/pT2 < 1.5 applied to the ATLAS
data which is not taken into account in the theoretical calculation. At sufficiently high jet mass
values the radiation is sufficiently energetic such that the grooming procedure drops out. This
transition occurs at m2J = zcutR
2p2T . The good agreement between theory and data confirms that the
grooming procedure indeed reliably removes soft radiation from the jet allowing a direct one-to-
one comparison of data and first principles calculations in QCD. In addition, these findings imply
that we may directly associate the measured mass spectrum with the parton initiating the jet which
contains the desired information about the QGP in heavy-ion collisions after traversing the hot and
dense QCD medium.
Besides the fact that groomed jet substructure observables constitute systematic and control-
lable probes of the QGP in heavy-ion collisions, they allow for a range of precision QCD studies
in proton-proton collisions. For example, it has recently been proposed that it will be possible to
extract the QCD strong coupling constant αs from groomed jet substructure observables such as
the jet mass [16].
3. Heavy-ion collisions
In heavy-ion collisions at the LHC and RHIC, the QGP can be produced which is predicted to
have existed during the early stages of our universe. Highly energetic particles and jets traverse the
hot and dense QCD medium and, hence, provide an excellent tool to probe this new state of matter.
In the past years, the proliferation of jet substructure observables has provided new differential
probes of the QGP providing novel constraints for model calculation of the QCD medium. Jet
cross sections in heavy-ion collisions are conveniently studied by comparing the cross section to
the corresponding result in proton-proton collisions. The nuclear modification factor RAA is defined
as
RAA =
dσAA→jet+X
〈Ncoll〉dσ pp→jet+X , (3.1)
where 〈Ncoll〉 is the average number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions. The nuclear modifica-
tion factor and its centrality dependence have been studied for a range of observables including
the distribution of hadrons inside jets, the jet energy profile, the (groomed) jet mass distribution
and the momentum sharing fraction zg. In this work, we will review different approaches that can
be used in order to extract information about the QGP and in particular to better understand its
interaction with hard probes using jet substructure techniques. First, it is possible to design suit-
able jet substructure observables that directly test interesting aspects of the in-medium interactions
with hard probes. For example, the QCD splitting functions can be probed using the momentum
sharing variable zg that can be calculated as a Sudakov safe observable within the soft drop groom-
ing procedure [13]. Alternatively, inclusive subjets [3] provide a similar handle on the splitting
function and jet functions in the medium. An interesting approach to probe the dynamics of how
jets get modified in heavy-ion collisions is to use multi-prong jet substructure observables such as
N-subjettiness or D2 including soft drop grooming. Multi-prong jet substructure observables were
initially designed to discriminate between one-pronged QCD jets and two- or three-pronged jets
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that originate from boosted heavy objects such as W , Z or top quarks. In the context of heavy-ion
collisions these observables can be used to separate the measured jet sample into jets that have one
or several hard cores. If the medium can resolve both hard cores independently, multi-pronged jets
are expected to lose more energy. This effect is known as color decoherence which can be studied
quantitatively using jet substructure observables. In [17], the N-subjettiness observable was used
to investigate this effect. In the future it will be interesting to study these observables in more detail
including grooming techniques. For example, in [8] the D2 observable was calculated analytically
in proton-proton collisions using the soft drop grooming algorithm. Recently, it was also proposed
to measure heavy quark properties using interative jet declustering [18].
Second, starting from QCD factorization in proton-proton collisions it is possible to learn im-
portant lessons about how the QGP couples to hard probes. Interestingly, it was found that the
jet mass spectrum is largely unmodified within the experimental uncertainties [19, 20, 21]. How-
ever, other observables such as the closely related jet broadening/girth show a large and non-trivial
modification pattern [22]. Given their close relation it will be interesting to measure (groomed) jet
angularities [23] which allow a smooth interpolation between different jet substructure observables
and thus achieve a better understanding of which observables are modified and why. A possibility
to control the soft sensitivity of jet substructure observables is to use different choices of the jet
axis. The standard jet axis is obtained by adding the four-momenta of the particles that are clustered
together. Instead, the winner-take-all axis is aligned with the more energetic particle at each clus-
tering step. Such a recoil free axis affects the structure of QCD factorization theorems. Recently
phenomenological studies using the winner-take-all jet axis were performed in [24]. Measuring
the same observables but with different jet axis definitions can be used as a direct probe of the soft
sensitivity of in-medium interactions.
The third approach is to directly construct microscopic models of the QGP and its interaction
with highly energetic jets. These approaches can benefit from the other two discussed above in
order to reduce their model dependence. Various approaches have been considered in the litera-
ture. In [25, 26] an effective field theory approach was used that incorporates the interaction of
highly energetic partons with the medium at the level of the QCD Lagrangian. From the obtained
in-medium splitting functions, the modification of the zg spectrum was calculated. A different
approach was taken in [27], where coherent and incoherent energy loss was addressed. Both of
these approaches rely largely on analytical methods in order to calculate the modified jet spectra.
Several other approaches rely on parton shower event generators that model a fully exclusive final
state. In order to incorporate in-medium effects various models have been studied. For example,
in [28], a linearized Boltzmann transport code was included in order to calculate the jet energy
profile for photon tagged jets. In [29], the interactions of the parton shower with the medium were
modeled including collisional and radiative processes and the medium is modeled using a hydro-
dynamical simulation. The jet mass and jet energy profile were calculated in [30] using medium
induced energy loss and hydrodynamical simulations. See also [31] where a range of jet substruc-
ture observables in heavy-ion collisions were calculated. Several of these studies discuss when a
particle should to be considered as part of the medium or the jet and they emphasize the relevance
of medium response in order to describe jet substructure observables. Finally, in [32] a holographic
approach was developed in order to study the jet energy profile in heavy-ion collisions.
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4. Conclusions
Our understanding of jet substructure observables has increased rapidly in the past years. High
precision experimental results have become available from the LHC and RHIC. From the theory
side an understanding of of jet substructure observables has been achieved from first principles in
QCD allowing a meaningful one-to-one comparison between theory and data. While some observ-
ables still require a systematic extension beyond leading oder/leading-logarithmic accuracy, other
observables like the jet mass distribution have reached an unprecedented level of precision includ-
ing the resummation of logarithms at next-to-next-to leading logarithmic order. First extractions of
non-perturbative quantities from jet substructure data have been performed such as the extraction
of fragmentation functions. A future goal will be to achieve the precision sufficient for a com-
petitive extraction of the QCD strong coupling constant from jet substructure data. Given the fact
that jet substructure observables are well calibrated tools in proton-proton collisions, they can be
used to unravel new aspects of the QGP created in heavy-ion collisions. In the future it will be
interesting to measure observables such as (groomed) jet angularities over a wide kinematic range
in order to systematically increase our understanding of how jets get modified in the QCD medium.
A possibility to control the soft sensitivity of jet substructure observables is to compare the results
using different jet axes. In addition, the detailed measurement of observables sensitive to the multi-
prong nature of jets such as N-subjettiness or D2 will be very valuable. At the same time it will
be crucial to keep a close connection to first principles calculations performed in proton-proton
collisions using QCD factorization. This way it will be possible to achieve a better understanding
of jets in heavy-ion collisions and suitable jet substructure measurements can provide guidance for
constructing microscopic models of the QGP and its interaction with hard probes.
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